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Bartolucci 

"Playful Carvings"

As you step in through the doors of Bartolucci , you will feel as if you are

entering Pinocchio's birthplace: Gepetto's workshop. This outlet in Rome

was established in 2002. Staying true to the traditions began by

Francesco Bartolucci, this store offers visitors with marvelous creations

crafted out of wood. Nestled in Centro Storico and in close proximity to

the Pantheon, famous churches and other historical sites, this shop offers

a delightful break during your tour.

 +39 06 6919 0894  www.bartolucci.com/  Via dei Pastini 98, Rome
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De Sanctis 1890 

"Colorful Pieces of Pottery"

De Sanctis 1890 is the place that most tourists go to in order to procure a

piece of Rome. Ceramic art is an important part of Italian tradition dating

back to 4000 years ago. It is the art of painting pottery. The ceramics

manufacturer create wonders like hand-painted tiles, cups, mugs, bowls

and decoration items. These bright and colorful art-pieces are great to

attract the attention of friends and guests. Pick up a few of them as

memorabilia, to reignite the magic of Rome long after your holiday.

 +39 06 6880 6810  www.desanctis1890.com/  info@desanctis1890.com  Piazza di Pietra 24, Corner of

Via dei Pastini, Rome
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Stilo Fetti 

"Pens For All Tastes"

This shop is well known to people who collect pens and to those who have

a keen interest in writing. There is a wide range of famous brands such as

Montblanc, Aurora, Parker and Niji; there are also replacement parts for

these and many other makes. The experienced proprietor should be able

to solve any problems relating to pens and there are catalogs to help

people to estimate the value of their own pens. It is possible to find pens

which will make an appropriate present for a promotion, graduation or any

other special occasion.

 +39 06 678 9662  www.stilofetti.it/  info@stilofetti.it  Via degli Orfani 82, Rome
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Marmi Line 

"Etched in Marble"

Italy is a country that saw the rise of renowned sculptors like

Michelangelo, Giovanni Bernini, Amedeo Modigliani and Donatello. These

sculpting traditions are kept alive even today in the 21st Century by small

stores. Marmi Line is one such store that sells exquisite models made of

marble and alabaster. You can find elegant centerpieces to embellish your

room here. Vases, tables, busts, columns are among the many items

available here. Do choose an item carved from Travertine, that was used

in the construction of the Colosseum, which will serve as a reminder of the
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city, even after your return. This outlet on Via del Lavatore, is nestled in

the heart of the city. Marmi Line has two more outlets in Rome, both

occupying prime locations.

 +39 06 678 6347  Via del Lavatore 28, Rome
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Natolli Murano 

"Artistic Glass Pieces"

Ventian Island, Murano's, crafting techniques are kept alive in Rome at

Natolli Murano. This store sells exquisite artworks made from glass

imported from Murano and by a methodology that follows the traditional

glass-making principles. Among their collection, you will find jewellery,

mirrors, vases, statues, chandeliers, goblets and cutlery. Each piece has

intrinsic artwork etched onto its surface making it unique. The pastel hued

walls of this shop surround glass lined shelves filled with colorful glass

displays.

 +39 06 6830 1170  www.natollimurano.com/  natolli@gmail.com  Corso Rinascimento 55,

Rome
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Polvere di Tempo 

"Play with Time"

If you love antique products, but a purchase from an antique shop proves

too steep for your pockets, then Polvere di Tempo is the ideal place for

you. Located in Trastevere, this store specializes in gadgets from the 18th

and 19th Century that dealt with time an travel. Here you will not find your

regular alarms and timepieces but, hourglasses, pocket watches, sundials,

compasses, chronometers, travel journals bound in leather and more. All

the products are handcrafted by the owner Adrian Rodriguez. If you value

time and money, this is the place to be.

 +39 06 588 0704  www.polvereditempo.com

/

 adrian@polvereditempo.co

m

 Via del Moro 59, Rome
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Armando Rioda 

"The Hidden Hide"

Take home some exquisitely handcrafted leather souvenirs from Armando

Rioda. This store sells jackets, belts, purses, wallets, totes and briefcases,

each one worked upon by an expert craftsman. You can even get a

custom-made item, designed according to your preferences. Though this

shop is nestled in the heart of the city, near the popular Spanish Steps, it

is neatly snuggled on the second floor of a building, making it difficult to

spot, so do ask around for it. It is advisable to contact the store before

visiting.

 +39 06 6992 4406  Via Belsiana 90, Rome
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La Bottega Margutta 

"Antique Ornaments & Furniture"

This cozy antiques shop offers a grand selection of furniture and small

ornaments from Italy and Northern Europe Most of the artifacts here are

specially carved by celebrated sculptor Sandro Fiorentini. Among the

collection are stone tablets, statues and other collectibles. One can

request him to carve one's name onto a plaque as a souvenir. Fiorentini

also engages his customers in amusing conversations about the culture

and history of the city. He might also invite them for a filling bowl of food.

 +39 06 320 7661  Via Margutta 58, Rome
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Maurizio Grossi 

"Fine Craftsmanship"

For several decades now, Maurizio Grossi has been instrumental in giving

tourists fond memories of their trip to Italy. This hole in the wall store

displays marble works that are sure to give a classy twist to your home.

Their artworks are intricately detailed, and include everything from

obelisks, mosaics, tables and recreations of famous sculptures. At this

store, you're not just purchasing marble artwork, but also fine artistry and

craftsmanship that will last you for years to come. They also take custom

orders. Visit their website for details.

 +39 06 3600 1935  www.mauriziogrossi.com/  maurizio.grossi@gmail.com  Via Margutta 109, Rome
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